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ABSTRACT: Cell death is a fundamental biological process that is present in
numerous disease pathologies. Fluorescent probes that detect cell death have been
developed for a myriad of research applications ranging from microscopy to in vivo
imaging. Here we describe a synthetic near-infrared (NIR) conjugate of zinc(II)dipicolylamine (Zn2þ-DPA) for in vivo imaging of cell death. Chemically induced
in vivo models of myopathy were established using an ionphore, ethanol, or ketamine
as cytotoxins. The Zn2þ-DPA ﬂuorescent probe or corresponding control was
subsequently injected, and whole animal ﬂuorescence imaging demonstrated probe
uptake at the site of muscle damage, which was conﬁrmed by ex vivo and histological
analyses. Further, a comparative study with a NIR ﬂuorescent conjugate Annexin V
showed less intense uptake at the site of muscle damage and high accumulation in the
bladder. The results indicate that the ﬂuorescent Zn2þ-DPA conjugate is an eﬀective
probe for in vivo cell death detection and in some cases may be an appropriate
alternative to ﬂuorescent Annexin V conjugates.
KEYWORDS: in vivo imaging, cell death, near-infrared probe, zinc-dipicolylamine, annexin V, ketamine
death, speciﬁcally the caspase enzymes.10 While these probes are
useful when administered into speciﬁc anatomic compartments
(e.g., vitreous humor), a limitation for in vivo whole body imaging
is the pharmacokinetic challenge of achieving suﬃcient delivery
to intracellular targets. These limitations can be improved by
altered sequences and the use of D-peptides11 and PEGylation of
cell-penetrating peptides12 or avoided entirely with imaging
methods that target the cell exterior. A well-known cell surface
biomarker that becomes exposed during cell activation and also
cell death is phosphatidylserine (PS), an anionic phospholipid
that is otherwise maintained in the plasma membrane inner
leaﬂet of healthy cells.13,14 PS exposure is thought to be a
hallmark of all types of cell death,15 providing an abundant
biomarker with an estimated 106-109 binding sites per cell.16
The most studied targeting agent for PS-rich membranes is
Annexin V, a 36 kDa protein that binds in a Ca2þ-dependent

’ INTRODUCTION
Cell death is a fundamental biological process that takes place
during normal development and homeostasis as old cells are
replaced by new. However, several pathologies are associated
with cell and tissue death including stroke, 1 cirrhosis, 2
myopathy,3 blunt trauma,4 and heart disease.5 In other instances,
cancerous or infected tissue is intentionally damaged as a result of
therapeutic intervention. In each of these cases, the extent of
tissue damage is a critical information component for diagnosis of
disease status and assessing treatment eﬃcacy. This need has
spurred the development of molecular imaging methods for
detecting and monitoring cell death processes in preclinical
research using animal models of disease6 and also for applications
in clinical settings.7 An early outcome of this work was the
invention of robust ﬂuorescence assays that identify and quantify
populations of apoptotic cells within cultures or biopsy samples.8
Building on this success are ongoing eﬀorts to develop methods
for imaging dead and dying tissue in vivo.9 A popular strategy
utilizes activatable cell-penetrating peptides (“smart probes”) to
target the intracellular proteins that are activated during cell
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manner.17 Various research groups have studied radioactive
conjugates of Annexin V for deep tissue imaging.18 The published studies show promising performance, but there are
technical drawbacks to using this protein as a molecular imaging
probe. Controlled bioconjugation of the native protein structure
is not trivial as there are 23 potentially reactive amine residues,
and it is known that the attachment of multiple reporter groups
can diminish Annexin V's aﬃnity for target membranes.19 As a
potential solution to this bioconjugation stoichiometry problem,
a site-speciﬁc cysteine mutant has been reported and is under
investigation.19b In terms of pharmacokinetics, it is challenging to
rationally control the clearance rate of Annexin V conjugates, and
optimal imaging times with radiolabeled versions have been
reported to change with the structural identity of the radiolabel.20
Since Annexin V is a reasonably large protein, there is also a
concern with its long-term storage stability and potential
immunogenicity.21

These deﬁciencies have motivated researchers to search for
low molecular weight probes that target exposed PS.22 One
approach is to investigate fragments and domains of PS binding
proteins.23 Another approach utilizes phage panning to uncover
small peptides that have strong aﬃnity for PS.24 An alternative
strategy, employed by our group, uses the principles of supramolecular chemistry to design synthetic receptor molecules with
PS aﬃnity. These eﬀorts have produced a series of zinc(II)dipicolylamine (Zn2þ-DPA) complexes with an ability to selectively associate with the anionic membrane surfaces of dead
and dying cells in culture.25 Fluorescent conjugates of the Zn2þDPA complexes have utility in cell death assays using optical
microscopy and ﬂow cytometry.26 However, visible light has
poor tissue penetration, which limits in vivo imaging applications
with optical probes. It is well-known that tissue penetration is
maximized when light is within the window of 650—900 nm,27
and for this reason we have designed probe 2, which contains a

near-infrared (NIR) carbocyanine ﬂuorophore with an absorption/emission maxima of 794/810 nm.28 Probe 2 was recently
used to image dead and dying cells within tumors in rodent
models as judged by planar, whole animal ﬂuorescence imaging
followed by histology.29 This success has prompted us to evaluate
the in vivo imaging performance of probe 2 in other animal
models of cell death and to compare its pharmacokinetic
performance with Annexin-Vivo 750, a commercially available
NIR ﬂuorescent conjugate of Annexin V.30 We also conducted
in vivo cell death imaging with control ﬂuorophore 3, which has
the same NIR photophysical properties as probe 2 but lacks the
Zn2þ-DPA element. Control 3 thus serves as an untargeted
ﬂuorophore for nonspeciﬁc uptake at the site of cell death.
Molecular imaging of cell death in living animals is a challenging task because the death process is a time-dependent phenomenon, the kinetic proﬁle of which is tissue-dependent. The image
signal contrast is determined by multiple factors, including the
rate of probe clearance from the bloodstream, the rate and
location of the cell death process, and the rate of dead cell
clearance by the animal's innate immune response. Furthermore,
the strong attenuation of optical imaging signal with tissue depth
means that quantitative information can be gained only with
superﬁcial imaging sites that are close to the animal surface. To
minimize these variables, we chose to conduct a comparative
optical imaging study of damaged mouse leg muscle at depths of
<5 mm. The study used three diﬀerent compounds to induce
acute cell death and tissue damage: a synthetic ionophore (1),
ethanol, and ketamine. Ionophore 1 forms stable, cation-conducting channels in phospholipid bilayers31 and induces rapid cell
death with little cell selectivity.32,33 Its calculated log P value is in
excess of 10,34 so it inserts solely into cells that are very near the
site of direct injection with minimal short-term damage to remote
tissue. Because of its hydrophobicity, ionophore 1 was injected as
a solution in ethanol, which is itself a moderate cytotoxic agent.
Indeed, ethanol is used as a sclerotic agent for tumor ablation in
human patients via direct injection chemotherapy.35,36 Ethanol
has also been used previously to damage tissue for nuclear imaging
studies in rats.37 Therefore, we imaged the tissue damage caused
by injecting ethanol with the expectation that it would be less
severe than ionophore 1. In addition, we imaged the local muscle
damage that is caused by injecting ketamine, a widely used
anesthetic in veterinary medicine and also employed in human
pediatrics. There is literature indicating that high doses of
ketamine causes localized cell toxicity38 and that the tissue damage
can be imaged with a probe that targets exposed PS.39

’ RESULTS
Initial experiments compared the ability of probe 2 and
control ﬂuorophore 3 to target and image damaged muscle tissue
in nude mice (strain nu/nu, Taconic Inc.). First, three cohorts of
eight animals were anesthetized and given an intramuscular
injection in the right rear leg muscle with either ionophore 1
(0.5 mg in a 50 μL solution in ethanol), ethanol (100%, 50 μL),
or ketamine (5.0 mg in 50 μL of water). Next, each animal was
given a 50 μL injection of saline solution in the opposite leg to
serve as an injection control. After the animals were dosed with
cytotoxin, they were returned to their cages for two hours. Each
injection group of eight mice was then separated into two cohorts
of four mice. One cohort was injected intravenously with a
solution of probe 2, and a second cohort was treated with an
identical intravenous injection of control 3.40 Each animal was
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Figure 1. X-ray and ﬂuorescence overlay images of mice treated with
either synthetic ionophore 1, ethanol, or ketamine and dosed with probe
2 (A-C) or control 3 (D-F). Images were acquired 24 h post-injection
of the probes. The calibration bar shows the fold increase in ﬂuorescence
counts from the minimum ﬂuorescence counts. See SI, Figure S9, for
raw data.

then imaged over time using a planar, whole-body ﬂuorescence
image station with a NIR ﬁlter set (ex. 750 ( 10 nm, em. 830 (
20 nm). The reﬂected ﬂuorescence images were overlaid on
X-ray images to facilitate anatomical coregistration. Figure 1
shows a comparison of images acquired 24 h after the injection
of imaging probes (images for the complete time course are
shown in Supporting Information or SI, Figures S1-S6). Probe 2
had localized to the sites of tissue damage in the rear leg, while
control 3 could only be seen in the liver and intestines.
Histological analysis of the cytotoxin-treated tissues was
performed to conﬁrm molecular targeting of probe 2 to dead
and dying cells. The tissues were ﬂash frozen in optimal cutting
temperature compound (OCT) and subjected to cryosectioning
and microscopic imaging with and without hematoxylin and eosin
(H&E) staining. The leg muscle injected with ionophore 1 was
clearly damaged as judged by the degradation of cell structure
(Figure 2A-C). NIR ﬂuorescence microscopy of an unstained (no
H&E) section of the same tissue showed probe 2 localization in the
periphery of the damaged cells. This result was expected given the
probe's aﬃnity for the anionic PS exposed in these membranes.29
Probe 2 showed very little uptake in sections from healthy, control
tissue (Figure 2D-F). Similar histology and ﬂuorescence microscopy data were obtained for tissue sections taken from the ethanoland ketamine-injected cohorts (SI, Figure S21).
As a second comparison, we conducted an imaging study using
Annexin-Vivo 750, a new, commercially available NIR ﬂuorescent conjugate of Annexin V that can be monitored using the
same NIR ﬂuorescence ﬁlter set as above.30 Two cohorts of four
mice were treated with either ionophore 1 or ethanol to induce
tissue damage. Subsequently, the mice were dosed with the
Annexin-Vivo 750 and imaged periodically over 48 h. A comparison of the time course images for probe 2 and Annexin-Vivo 750

Figure 2. Representative histological sections from damaged leg muscle
due to injection of ionophore 1 (A-C) or undamaged leg muscle that
was only injected with saline (D-F). The micrographs were subjected
either to H&E staining (A, D) or left unstained. Unstained micrographs
were viewed using the brightﬁeld (B, E) and NIR (C, F) ﬁlter sets. Scale
bar = 200 μm for panels A and D. Scale bar = 50 μm for panels B, C, E, F.

(Figure 3) shows that probe 2 clears more rapidly and does so
through the liver, where the major clearance pathway for the
Annexin-Vivo 750 is through the kidneys and bladder. Although
the vendor for Annexin-Vivo 750 recommends imaging 2-4 h
after intravenous dosing, the images in Figure 3 show that it took
more than 12 h for the signal at the site of tissue damage to be
clearly delineated.
A quantitative, in vivo image analysis was performed on each
cohort of living mice. In each case, a region of interest (ROI) was
drawn around the target (T) site of damaged tissue in the leg that
received the cytotoxin and also around a nontarget (NT) site of
equivalent size on the opposite leg of the mouse that received the
saline injection. Each ROI provided a mean pixel intensity, which
was used to calculate an average T/NT ratio for each cohort.
Since all three probes have essentially the same photophysical
properties and thus the same amount of signal attenuation with
tissue depth, the T/NT ratios can be treated as quantitative
measures of probe uptake at the tissue damage site. The T/NT
data from all cohorts are displayed graphically in Figure 4 to
represent the changes in signal contrast occurring with time.
Animals injected with probe 2 showed signiﬁcantly higher T/NT
ratios than either control 3 or Annexin-Vivo 750. By the 24 h time
point, probe 2 yielded T/NT values of 5.97 ( 0.42 for tissue
585
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Figure 3. Representative NIR ﬂuorescence images of a mouse treated with ionophore 1 in the hind leg and injected with either probe 2 (top row) or
Annexin-Vivo 750 (bottom row) via the tail vein. Both cohorts of mice were injected with ionophore 1 in the right hind leg muscle and saline in the left
hind leg muscle. The mice were dosed with either probe 2 or Annexin-Vivo 750 two hours post-treatment. Images were acquired at the indicated time
points after probe injection. The calibration bar applies to all images.

damage caused by ionophore 1, 4.15 ( 0.25 with ethanol, and
2.83 ( 0.09 with ketamine. As expected, control 3 showed very
little uptake at the site of tissue damage. In the case of AnnexinVivo 750, the T/NT ratios were relatively low due to slow
clearance of background signal from the NT site and steadily
increased over time to reach values of 2.5 after 48 h.
The in vivo imaging results were conﬁrmed by performing
quantitative image analyses on the excised organs. After the ﬁnal
time point, the animals from each cohort were anesthetized and
euthanized by cervical dislocation. The internal organs and
tissues were removed and imaged using the ﬂuorescence scanner
and ﬁlter set described above. ROI analysis of the images
provided mean pixel intensities. Figure 5 shows a graph of mean
pixel intensities for a select group of muscle and tissue samples
from mice that were treated with ionophore 1 (see SI for other
tissues). The highest staining of damaged muscle tissue was
obtained with probe 2, and as expected, the same trend was
observed with the animal groups that were treated with ethanol
and ketamine (Figure S19, SI). There was also signiﬁcant staining
of the skin that covered the site of tissue damage indicating local,
limited diﬀusion of the cytotoxic chemical from the injection site.
As expected for the other two probes, there was minimal tissue
uptake of the control ﬂuorophore 3, but there was clear evidence
that Annexin-Vivo 750 selectively targeted the damaged muscle
and skin (Figures S14-S18, SI).

mouse model of acute tissue damage. Acute and localized tissue
damage was achieved by injecting a dose of one of three
chemicals that cause cell death—ionophore 1, ethanol, or
ketamine—into the rear leg muscle of anesthetized mice.
Although this tissue death model has limited clinical relevance,
it acts as a highly reproducible, in vivo experimental system for
quantitative comparison of ﬂuorescence imaging probes. Cell
death occurs very quickly at the site of injection. The rear leg
muscle is a relatively shallow anatomical location that allows
ready acquisition of target ﬂuorescence signals that are distant
from nontarget background signals emanating from the major
internal organs.
Taken together, the in vivo images in Figure 1, the ex vivo data
given in Figure 5, and the histological results presented in
Figure 2 demonstrate that intravenous dosing of probe 2 leads
to rapid and selective accumulation at the site of tissue damage.
Further, the NIR ﬂuorescent probe 2 targets the peripheral
membranes of the dead and dying cells. In contrast, the control
ﬂuorophore 3 is not taken up by the damaged tissue. On the basis
of previous mechanistic studies, we attribute the cell selectivity to
the ability of the Zn2þ-DPA targeting unit in probe 2 to associate
selectively with the anionic PS that is exposed on the cell surface
during the cell death process.25,26,29 We also compared the in vivo
targeting performance of probe 2 to the commercially available
protein probe, Annexin-Vivo 750, which also associates with
dead and dying cells that expose PS. The in vivo images in
Figure 3 show that the two probes are cleared from the bloodstream by diﬀerent pathways. Probe 2 is rapidly cleared through
the liver, whereas the Annexin V probe and/or metabolic
products are cleared more slowly through the kidney and
bladder. The in vivo time course data shown in Figure 4 indicate
that probe 2 achieves a much higher T/NT ratio than the
Annexin V probe with all three cytotoxin treatments. However,

’ DISCUSSION
The goal of this study was to evaluate the ability of ﬂuorescent
NIR Zn2þ-DPA probe 2 to image cell and tissue death in a
controlled preclinical animal model. This was achieved by
comparing the performance of probe 2, control ﬂuorophore 3,
and the commercially available Annexin-Vivo 750 to target a
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Figure 5. Bar graph showing ex vivo muscle and skin tissue distribution
of probe 2, control 3, and Annexin-Vivo 750 in ionophore treated mice.
Tissues are abbreviated as the following: Msc (muscle) and Skn (skin).
Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. N = 4. The full
ex vivo biodistribution can be obtained in the SI.

exchange with the site of tissue damage and why there is a higher
accumulated signal intensity. Probe 2 is about 30 times smaller
than Annexin V (MW ∼36 kDa), thus diﬀusion of probe 2
between the blood pool and the site of leg muscle damage is
expected to be faster. It is known that each Annexin V protein
covers approximately 50 phospholipid molecules on the membrane surface.41 It is possible that, at site saturation, the smaller
probe 2 can produce a higher loading of ﬂuorophores per
membrane surface area. There also may be a size-dependent
diﬀerence in the ability of the probes to permeate into the cytosol
of dying cells. It is estimated that early apoptotic monocytes have
approximately 109 available binding sites for Annexin V, and after
these cells become necrotic, the number of binding sites increases
2.5 fold.16 It is possible that the smaller probe 2 may diﬀuse
through the plasma membranes of early/middle stage apoptotic
cells that are comparatively impermeable to Annexin V and thus
gain access to a higher number of anionic binding sites. Finally, the
two probes may have diﬀerent eﬀects on the ability of the innate
immune system to clear probe-labeled dead and dying cells. For
example, it is known that Annexin V inhibits phagocytosis42 by
promoting internalization of crucial membrane proteins.43 Slow
clearance of Annexin-bound apoptotic cells may explain why the
site of tissue damage still shows residual Annexin V signal at 48 h
after intravenous injection (Figures 3 and 4).
A ﬁnal point worth noting is that the evidence obtained from
the imaging results suggests that high local doses of ketamine
causes substantial in vivo cell toxicity. This fact has been reported
before,37 and the toxicity mechanism has been discussed.39 In our
hands, the toxicity eﬀect was quite strong, which suggests that
researchers who are developing in vivo animal models for cell
death imaging should use caution when using ketamine as the
anesthetic.

Figure 4. T/NT ratios of probe 2 (9), control 3 (b), and AnnexinVivo 750 (1) in ionophore (A), ethanol (B), and ketamine (C) treated
mice. T/NT ratios were calculated at each time point for each cohort
tested. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. Data values
are presented in Table S1 of the SI. N = 4, except n = 3 for probe 2 in B. P
< 0.006 for probe 2 vs control 3 in A. P < 0.01 for probe 2 vs control 3 in
B and C.

a major cause of the low T/NT values observed for the Annexin
V probe is the high background NT signal due to accumulation of
the ﬂuorescent probe in the bladder. Indeed, the ex vivo data in
Figure 5 show that the Annexin V probe exhibits good selectivity
for damaged tissue (T) over healthy tissue (NT), albeit not as
high as that of probe 2. The clearance of Annexin-Vivo 750
through the kidney and bladder agrees with the extensive
literature on radiolabeled versions and correlates with the high
water solubility of the native protein and peptidic metabolic
products. In contrast, probe 2 associates with serum proteins in
the same way as the clinically approved dye indocyanine green
(ICG), and this promotes uptake of the probe by the reticuloendothelial system.29 The fact that probe 2 clears primarily
through the liver/intestines and the Annexin Vivo-750 through
the kidney/bladder suggests that they could become a complementary pair of optical probes for imaging cell death in the lower
and upper regions of the abdomen, respectively.
The size and molecular weight diﬀerence between probe 2 and
the Annexin probe is probably why probe 2 exhibits faster

’ CONCLUSIONS
The ﬂuorescent NIR Zn2þ-DPA probe 2 allows imaging of
mouse leg tissue damage induced by three diﬀerent chemical
cytotoxins. Histological evaluation conﬁrmed localization of
probe 2 in the peripheral membranes of damaged muscle cells.
The importance of the Zn2þ-DPA unit as a targeting group for
exposed PS on the surface of the dead and dying cells was
indicated by the lack of measurable uptake with control ﬂuorophore 3. Compared to the commercially available Annexin-Vivo
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750, probe 2 produces a higher T/NT ratio and faster kinetics, in
part because there was a high bladder background signal with the
Annexin V probe. The diﬀerent clearance pathways for probe 2
(liver/intestines) and Annexin-Vivo 750 (kidney/bladder) suggests that they could have value as a complementary pair of
ﬂuorescent probes for imaging cell death in diﬀerent anatomical
locations. The rapid clearance exhibited by probe 2 indicates that
zinc(II) coordination compounds may be suitable for development as radiolabeled imaging probes with short half-lives. Future
studies will assess the ability of probe 2 to image cell death in
animal models of greater clinical relevance.

each pixel. After that, the stack of images was converted to a
montage using the “stack to montage” command. At this point,
ROI analysis was performed by selecting a circle ROI from the
ImageJ tool bar and drawing it to circumscribe the appropriate
anatomical location of each mouse. The mean pixel intensity of
the T and NT was measured by ImageJ and recorded for each
mouse. The T/NT ratios were then calculated, and statistical
analysis was performed to acquire the average of each ratio (n =
4) with the standard error of the mean (SEM). The resulting ROI
values were plotted using Graphpad Prism 4. After ROI analysis, a
calibration bar was added to the montage using the “calibration
bar” command and the resulting image saved as a RGB “.tiff” file.
For ex vivo biodistribution images, a ROI was manually drawn to
outline each tissue, and the mean pixel intensity was recorded.
Histology. Following humane euthanasia of mice, samples of
skeletal muscle from injection sites were harvested, fixed for 24 h
in 10% neutral buffered formalin, and placed in 70% ethanol
before embedding in paraffin. The tissues were then sectioned at
4 μm, stained with H&E, and examined by light microscopy for
histological changes. Unstained sections were imaged using a
Nikon Eclipse TE-2000U epifluorescence microscope (Nikon
Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with the appropriate Cy7
filter (ex: 710/75, em: 810/90). Images were captured using
Metamorph software (Universal) and analyzed using ImageJ 1.40
g.
Statistical Analysis. All values are depicted as mean ( SEM.
Statistical analysis was performed using a Student's t test.

’ METHODS
Reagents. Ionophore 1 was prepared as previously reported in
detail.44 Probe 2 and control 3 were prepared as previously
reported in detail.45 Annexin-Vivo 750 was purchased from VisEn
Medical (Bedford, MA).
Animal Models and Protocol. All animal procedures were
approved by the University of Notre Dame Animal Study
Committee. Athymic nude mice (strain nu/nu, Taconic Inc.,
New York) were anesthetized (1.5% isoflurane inhalation) and
injected intramuscularly in the rear leg muscle with 50 μL of
either ionophore 1 (0.5 mg in 50 μL ethanol), ethanol (100%, 50
μL), or ketamine (5.0 mg in 50 μL water). The same location on
the opposite leg was injected with 50 μL of saline, which served as
a vehicle control. Two hours after treatment, each mouse was
intravenously injected via the tail vein with either probe 2 (1 mM
in 100 μL 1% DMSO/water), control 3 (1 mM in 100 μL water),
or Annexin-Vivo 750 in accordance with manufacturer protocol.
Whole Animal Multimodal Imaging. Athymic nude mice
were anesthetized (1.5% isoflurane inhalation) and placed inside
a Carestream Health In Vivo Multispectral Imaging Station FX
(Carestream Health; Rochester, NY) configured for epi-illumination. The animals were irradiated with filtered light of wavelength 750 ( 10 nm, and an image of emission intensity at 830 (
20 nm was collected by a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera
during a 30 s acquisition period (bin = 2 " 2, f-stop = 2.51, field of
view = 120 mm). Mice were imaged before and immediately after
injection of probe 2 or control 3, and at 3, 6, 12, and 24 h time
points. Following the 24 h time point, an X-ray image was
acquired for each mouse (f-stop = 2.86, filter = 0.4 mm, field of
view = 120 mm, bin = 0, image acquisition time = 180 s).
ex vivo Biodistribution. After the 24 h time point, the animals
were euthanized by cervical dislocation under anesthesia. The
selected tissues were excised, placed on a transparent imaging
tray, and imaged using the 750 ( 10 nm excitation filter and 830
( 20 nm emission filter (30 s time acquisition, bin = 2 " 2, f-stop
= 2.51, field of view = 120 mm). The excised organs were not
examined for signs of chemical induced toxicity.
Image Analysis and Presentation. First, all images were
exported as 16-bit tiff files (no scaling) using Carestream Health
MI software. Images were then processed using the free ImageJ
1.40 g software program available for download at the NIH Web
site at http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/. The 16-bit tiff images
(presented as panels in each figure) were sequentially opened
and then converted to an image stack using the “images to stack”
software command. Next, the stack of images was background
subtracted using the rolling ball algorithm (radius = 1000 pixels)
that is included in the software. The image stack was set to the
“Fire” fluorescence intensity scale (under “Lookup Tables”
menu), which color-codes the fluorescence counts contained in
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is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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